There is growing evidence that the superconducting semimetal FeSe (Tc ∼ 8 K) is in the crossover regime between weak-coupling Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) and strong-coupling Bose-Einsteincondensate (BEC) limits. We report on longitudinal and transverse thermal conductivities, κxx and κxy, respectively, in magnetic fields up to 20 T. The field dependences of κxx and κxy imply that a highly anisotropic small superconducting gap forms at the electron Fermi-surface pocket whereas a more isotropic and larger gap forms at the hole pocket. Below ∼ 1.0 K, both κxx and κxy exhibit distinct anomalies (kinks) at the upper critical field Hc2 and at a field H * slightly below Hc2. The analysis of the thermal Hall angle (κxy/κxx) indicates a change of the quasiparticle scattering rate at H * . These results provide strong support to the previous suggestion that above H * a distinct field-induced superconducting phase emerges with an unprecedented large spin imbalance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The physics of the crossover between the weakcoupling Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) and strongcoupling Bose-Einstein-condensate (BEC) limits gives a unified framework of quantum bound (superfluid) states of interacting fermions [1, 2] . In the region of this crossover, the size of the interacting pairs, which is represented by the coherence length ξ, becomes comparable to the average distance between particles, which is close to the inverse Fermi momentum 1/k F , i. e., k F ξ ∼ 1 [3] [4] [5] [6] . The BCS-BEC crossover has hitherto been realized experimentally in ultracold atomic gases. On the other hand, in solids, almost all superconductors are in the BCS regime, where the superconducting gap energy ∆ is usually several orders of magnitude smaller than the Fermi energy ε F , ∆/ε F ∼ 1/k F ξ 1, and it has thus been extremely difficult to access the crossover regime.
The iron-chalcogenide compound FeSe, comprised of two-dimensional Fe-Se layers [7] , has recently stirred great interest because it exhibits several unique properties. At ambient pressure, the structural transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic crystal symmetry (nematic transition) occurs at T s ≈ 90 K, but, unlike other ironbased superconductors, no magnetic order occurs down to T = 0, displaying peculiar electronic properties associated with the nematicity [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Significant enhancement of T c has been reported under hydrostatic pressure [17, 18] , and more recently in the form of one-unitcell-thick films on SrTiO 3 [19, 20] . One of the most remarkable features of FeSe is its extremely small Fermi surface, which strongly deviates from predictions of first- * These authors contributed equally to this work.
principles calculations [21, 22] . The low-temperature Fermi surface of FeSe consists of a small hole pocket centered at the Γ point and one or two small electron pockets at the M point [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Strikingly, all these pockets are very shallow and the Fermi energies of the hole and electron pockets are extraordinarily small, with ε h F ≈ 15 meV and ε e F ≈ 10 meV. It has been shown that FeSe is a multigap superconductor with two distinct superconducting gaps of ∆ ∼ 2.5 and 3.5 meV [28] . The comparable energy scale of ε F and ∆ indicates that superconductivity in FeSe is deep in the BCS-BEC crossover regime [28, 29] . Recent observation of giant superconducting fluctuations by far exceeding the standard Gaussian theory and a possible pseudogap formation well above T c have been attributed to distinct signatures of the crossover [30] .
Furthermore, FeSe has two unique features which may provide new insights into fundamental aspects of the physics of BCS-BEC crossover. The first feature is the electronic structure: FeSe is a compensated semimetal with equal numbers of electron and hole carriers, and hence it is essentially a multiband superconductor. In fact, as discussed in Ref. [31] , this renders the crossover physics in FeSe distinguished from that in ultracold atomic gases. However, although the superconducting gap structure has been reported to be very anisotropic, the detailed gap structure in each band is still unclear. The second feature concerns the fate of the superfluid when the spin populations are strongly imbalanced. Although highly spin-imbalanced Fermi systems have been realized in ultracold atomic gases, the nature of the spinimbalanced superfluid is still largely unexplored experimentally due to the difficulty in cooling the systems to sufficiently low temperature [32] [33] [34] [35] . In superconductors, the spin imbalance is introduced through Zeeman splitting in an applied magnetic field. The magnitude of the spin imbalance is roughly estimated as P ≈ µ B H/ε F . In almost all superconductors, P is very small, P ∼ 10 −3 -10 −2 even near the upper critical field H c2 . On the other hand, in FeSe in the crossover regime, the Zeeman effect is particularly effective in shrinking the Fermi volume associated with the spin minority, giving rise to a highly spin-imbalanced phase where ε F ∼ ∆ ∼ µ B H. Recent experiments of FeSe report a possible field-induced phase (dubbed Bphase) in the low-temperature and high-field region in the H-T phase diagram [28] , but very little is known about its nature.
To shed light on the above issues, the detailed knowledge of the quasiparticle excitations in the superconducting state is crucial. Here we measured the thermal conductivity κ xx and the thermal Hall conductivity κ xy up to µ 0 H = 20 T. Both quantities are sensitive probes of the delocalized low-energy quasiparticle excitations [36, 37] . Our results reveal that a highly anisotropic small superconducting gap opens in the electron Fermi-surface pocket whereas a more isotropic and larger gap forms in the hole pocket. We also find that the quasiparticle scattering rate is strongly modified on entering the B-phase. We discuss that this field-induced phase is likely to present a highly anomalous inhomogeneous superconducting state that has not been addressed before, rather than a conventional Fulde-Ferrel-LarkinOvchinnikov (FFLO) state [38, 39] .
II. EXPERIMENTS
High-quality single crystals of FeSe were grown by the chemical vapor transport method [40] . Both κ xx and κ xy were measured on the same crystal by the steady-state method, applying the thermal currentq in the ab plane withq x for H c. The thermal gradients −∇ x T x and −∇ y T y were detected by RuO 2 thermometers, and κ xx = w xx /(w 2 xx + w 2 xy ) and κ xy = w xy /(w 2 xx + w 2 xy ) were obtained from the thermal resistivity w xx = ∇ x T /q and thermal Hall resistivity w xy = ∇ y T /q. The effect of misalignment of the Hall contacts was eliminated by reversing the magnetic field at each temperature. We additionally determined electrical longitudinal and Hall resistivities, ρ xx and ρ xy , respectively, in the same setup. The experimental setup is schematically presented in the inset of Fig. 1(b) .
III. RESULTS
A. Superconducting Gap Structure Figure 1 (a) and its inset show the T and H dependences of the in-plane resistivity ρ xx , respectively. The temperature at which ρ xx goes to zero is ≈ 8.0 K in the present sample. The resistivity at the superconducting onset ρ xx (T + c ) ≈ 24 µΩcm is roughly two times larger than that reported in Ref. [28] , and the magnitude of the magnetoresistance ∆ρ xx (H)/ρ xx (0) is roughly halved. Figure 1(b) depicts the H dependence of κ xx /T and κ xy /B (with B = µ 0 H) at T = 0.59 K. Usually, κ xy , which is the nondiagonal element of the thermalconductivity tensor in a perpendicular field, is purely electronic. The ratio of κ xy /T and electrical Hall conductivity,
is the Lorenz number, indicating that the Wiedemann-Franz law holds within experimental error. At low fields, κ xx /T increases with convex curvature, compatible with the √ H dependence expected for a nodal gap (see below), and becomes nearly independent of H between ∼ 4 and 10 T. Above 2 T, κ xy /B decreases in magnitude and then changes sign from negative to positive around µ 0 H s ≈ 12 T. Above H s , both κ xx /T and κ xy /B increase steeply and decrease after exhibiting a narrow plateau-like ridge at around 15 T.
The initial increase of κ xx /T with a convex curvature at low fields is a signature of superconductivity with line nodes, where the Doppler shift of the quasiparticle spectrum in the presence of supercurrents around vortices gives rise to a √ H increase in the population of delocalized quasiparticles [37] . The superconducting gap structure of FeSe is subject of extense discussion. A clear signature of the line nodes in the superconducting gap has been reported for very clean single crystals [28] or thin films [41] probed by scanning tunneling spectroscopy, thermal conductivity and magnetic penetration depth. In less clean crystals, however, a superconducting state with finite energy gap has been reported [42] . Moreover, even in very clean crystals, the nodes have been reported to disappear near the twin boundaries [43] . These re-sults indicate that the line nodes are not symmetry protected and can be easily lifted by impurity and boundary scattering. The observed low-field convex curvature of κ xx /T in Fig. 1(b) indicates the presence of line nodes or large superconducting gap anisotropy. Similar field dependence has been reported in FeSe with similar residual resistivity and magnetoresistance [44] . We note that this low-field behavior of κ xx /T differs from that reported in FeSe with much smaller residual resistivity, in which κ xx /T decreases rapidly with magnetic field [28] , possibly be because in very clean FeSe, the extremely long quasiparticle mean free path is reduced by vortex scattering at low fields [45] .
The nearly step-like behavior in the field dependence of κ xx /T upon approaching 15 T is attributed to the multiband nature of superconductivity in FeSe [46] [47] [48] . A substantial portion of quasiparticles, which can be easily excited over the smaller gap, is already present at fields well below H s , and therefore, κ xx /T at high fields above ∼ 4 T is governed by the larger gap. Note that a nearly H-independent behavior at low fields and a subsequent steep increase of κ xx /T with a concave curvature is observed in fully gapped superconductors, where quasiparticles are localized in the vortex core and thus are unable to transport heat until these vortices overlap each other [37] . , and (f) show the results at T = 0.95 K. Two distinct anomalies (kinks) can be identified in both κ xx /T and κ xy /B. We first point out that the field marked by the dashed black line corresponds to H c2 because of the following reasons. First, above this field, κ xx /T decreases rapidly with H, which is consistent with the large positive magnetoresistance in the normal state [49] [inset of Fig. 1(a) ]. In addition, the fact that κ xx /T is nearly independent of H below this field definitely indicates that the system at lower fields is not in the normal state. Second, the thermal conductivity has no fluctuation correction, in contrast to the resistivity, magnetic susceptibility, and specific heat, which all are subject to fluctuations, and, hence, often exhibits a kink anomaly at the mean-field upper critical field [50, 51] . Third, as will be shown later, this field is close to the superconducting onset temperature determined by the use of resistivity data. The fact that the admittedly weak kinks at H * and H c2 occur at similar fields for the different measurements at temperatures 0.59 and 0.95 K lends strong confidence to the identification of H * and H c2 . Figures 2(g) , (h), and (i) show the H dependence of κ xy /B at higher temperatures. At T = 1.2 K, no clear kink anomalies can be resolved, but κ xy /B deviates from the linear lines extrapolated from the lower and higher field regimes, as shown in Fig. 2(g ). At T = 1.9 and 2.3 K, only one kink anomaly is observed, which is attributed to H c2 because, as will be shown later, these fields are close to the onset of superconductivity. Figure 3 displays the H-T phase diagram. The magnitudes of H * and H c2 in the present crystal are slightly larger than those reported in Ref. [28] . We note that the superconducting onset temperature (black open circles) is close to H c2 determined by the thermal transport coefficients, (black closed circles) supporting that the higher-field anomaly shown by the dashed black line in Figs. 2(a)-(i) is indeed due to H c2 . In contrast to H c2 , H * is nearly temperature independent and disappears when it meets the H c2 line. We stress that this fact is an important additional feature establishing the H-T phase diagram, which was not seen in our previous work [28] . We further note that the B-phase above H * is not related to magnetic ordering, because of the following reasons. First, magnetic-torque measurements show no anomaly at H * [28] . Second, the size of the hole pocket determined by magnetic quantum oscillations above 20 T coincides with that determined from angle-resolved photoemission in zero field, suggesting the absence of band folding [52] . Third, the H * line is observable only in the superconducting regime.
It has been reported that ρ xy is positive and increases linearly with H and that the magnetoresistance increases with H as ∆ρ xx (H)/ρ xx (0) ∝ H 2 at µ 0 H 18 T [22] . Since FeSe is a compensated metal, with the same number of hole and electron charge carriers and only a single hole pocket, these H dependences indicate that the transport properties in the high-field region are governed by that hole band [49, 53] . In this situation, the scattering time τ qp of the quasiparticles is proportional to the thermal Hall angle, tan Θ H /B ∝ τ qp . The clear kink at H * in tan Θ H /B [Figs. 2(c) and (f)] indicates that the quasiparticle scattering mechanism changes when crossing the H * line, suggesting a modification of the superconducting gap structure. At H c2 , tan Θ H /B shows no discernible anomaly, while κ xx /T shows a clear kink as shown in Figs. 2(a) and (d) . Since κ xx is proportional to the product of τ qp and the quasiparticle density n qp , κ xx ∝ n qp τ qp , these results show that τ qp barely changes while n qp is reduced below H c2 . Thus, the observed anomalies in the thermal transport coefficients strongly suggest the emergence of a new high-field superconducting phase (B-phase) which is distinctly different from the A-phase at lower fields.
IV. DISCUSSION
Although multigap superconductivity and a very anisotropic or nodal gap structure in FeSe have been suggested by several experiments, the detailed gap structure of electron and hole pocket has remained unclear. The combined results of the field dependence of κ xx and the W/KmT) , and is assumed to be field independent. The dashed red and black lines represent magnetic fields, which correspond to H * and Hc2, respectively. The dashed lines in (g) represent the linear extrapolations below H * and above Hc2. Our detailed measurements of the thermal transport coefficients, κxx and κxy, with small steps in the field scans allow us to observe two distinct anomalies at H * and Hc2, which have been missed in a previous study [44] . In tan ΘH /B, no discernible anomaly is observed at Hc2. The observed kink in κxx(H)/T at H * is distinct from the previously reported observations in very clean FeSe [28] , where κxx/T exhibits a tiny peak at H * . This may be caused by the very large magnetoresistance in the cleaner sample, which leads to the rapid decrease of κxx/T at low H and above Hc2, smearing out the rapid increase just below H * and features at Hc2.
sign of κ xy provide important information on this issue. The sign change of κ xy at H s evidences that the quasiparticles responsible for the thermal conduction are electronlike at low fields and hole-like at high fields. Therefore, the large gap anisotropy found at low fields should correspond to the electron pocket, whereas the concave increase above H s and saturation of κ xx /T below H s indicate that the superconducting gap of the hole pocket is more isotropic and that its amplitude is larger than that of the electron pocket.
Next we discuss the field-induced superconducting Bphase. We stress that this phase represents a highly unusual superconducting state because both electron and hole pockets are largely spin imbalanced with P ≈ µ B H * /ε F ≈ 0.1, as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 3 . The nearly temperature-independent behavior of H * suggests that this anomaly is not an artifact of a single broad peak of the H c2 anomaly, because in that case the two anomalies at H * and H c2 should follow parallel lines. One of the candidates of the B-phase may be a Fulde-Ferrell-LarkinOvchinnikov (FFLO) phase [38, 39] , where the Cooperpair formation occurs between Zeeman-split parts of the Fermi surface and a new pairing state (k ↑, −k+q ↓) with finite q is realized. The FFLO state has been reported in layered heavy-fermion and organic superconductors for magnetic fields parallel to the 2D plane [54, 55] . However, we want to point out that the B-phase is unlikely to be a conventional FFLO phase. In fact, the B-phase coexists with the vortex-liquid state where the resistivity is finite. This is different from heavy-fermion and organic systems, where possible FFLO phases occur within the vortex-lattice state. Moreover, the FFLO state is stabilized when a large part of the spin-up Fermi surface is connected to the spin-down surface by a single q vector. Fig. 1(a) ]. The inset illustrates the electronic structure of hole and electron pockets at fields around H * . Both Fermi surfaces are highly spin imbalanced.
where q H. However, since the Fermi surface of layered FeSe is cylindrical, the spin-up Fermi surface cannot be connected to a large part of the spin-down Fermi surface by a single q for H c. This analysis leads us to consider that the B-phase may be an FFLO phase involving higher Landau levels, where q lies in the two-dimensional plane.
Moreover, what makes FeSe distinctly different from ultracold atomic gases is that FeSe is a multiband system where the interplay between the formation of bound pairs and superconductivity may lead to rich physics [31] . Thus, the field-induced B-phase appears to be a previously unidentified kind of inhomogeneous superconducting state with an unprecedented large spin imbalance, which apparently is associated with the BCS-BEC crossover in a multiband system.
V. SUMMARY
In summary, we measured thermal longitudinal and thermal Hall conductivities in FeSe in the BCS-BEC crossover regime. The field dependences of thermal transport coefficients imply that the quasiparticle structure is strongly band-dependent; a highly anisotropic small superconducting gap forms at the electron Fermi-surface pocket whereas a more isotropic and larger gap forms at the hole pocket. The analysis of the thermal Hall angle provides evidence for the emergence of a highly anomalous inhomogeneous superconducting state, which is likely to be caused by the extremely high spin polarization. The strongly band-dependent quasiparticle structure and the emergent highly spin polarized phase may be important and unique features of the BCS-BEC crossover in the multiband superconducting system.
